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Abstract
This master thesis examines how changes made to workflows affect process views which are based
upon the affected workflows and how these process views can be changed to remain valid for the
changed workflow. Workflows can be changed with so called change operations. These change
operations can insert or delete nodes within a workflow, while the process view hides certain parts
within the workflow from outside parties.
The method used by Eshuis and Grefen (2008) for the generation of process views and the change
patterns as proposed by Weber, Reichert and Rinderle (2008) are combined into a shared method.
The behavior of this method is verified by implementing it in a proof-of-concept tool which is able to
generate process views and to apply changes on the workflow level and translate these to matching
changes on the process view level.
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Summary
This thesis focusses on the tangent between the research of Weber, Reichert and Rinderle (2008)
and the research as done by Eshuis and Grefen (2008). The research as done by Weber, Reichert and
Rinderle (2008) focusses on changes which can be made to a workflow, while the research done by
Eshuis and Grefen (2008) focusses on the generation of a process view for a workflow. The result of
this thesis is a link between dynamic workflows and process views. The connection between these
two approaches is important because it allows for the generation of a process view without the need
to completely generate a new process view.
For simplicity, the original workflow instance will be referred to as I, the original process view as P.
The changed workflow instance and process view are indicated with I’ and P’ respectively. A process
view adapts and changes when alterations are made on the workflow level will be referred to as a
dynamic process view.
It is already possible to generate a process view P’ based upon the workflow I’. However, generating
a process view based upon I’ could result in a process view which is completely unrelated to the
original process view P. Thus it would be more beneficent for involved parties to generate a new
process view P’ based on P rather than I’. This way, a client of the process view sees the change in
terms of the process view.
Purpose:
The purpose of this thesis is to answer the main research question:
•

MQ: How can a new process view be created from the original workflow based upon the
changes made between the original workflow and a new workflow?

The following research questions are answered throughout this thesis:
•
•

•
•
•

•

Q1: Which changes, made between the original workflow and the changed workflow, result
into a new process view that is the same as the original process view?
Q2: Which change operations, invoked between the original workflow and the change
workflow, prevent the existence of a valid process view new process view based upon original
process view?
Q3: How do the change operations function between the old process view and the new
process view?
Q4: For which change operations is the order of the application of change operations
relevant for the construction of a new process view?
Q5: What does the implementation for generating a new process view created from the
original process view, based upon the changes made between the original workflow and the
changed workflow look like?
Q6: Are the conclusions of this research valid and consistent?
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Approach:
To limit the scope of the problem, the research will only focus on one method of handling dynamic
workflows and on only one approach of constructing process views.
For the method of handling dynamic workflows the change patterns as proposed by Weber, Reichert
and Rinderle (2008) are used. The method utilized by Eshuis and Grefen (2008) is used as a basis for
the approach of constructing process views.
Based upon software originally developed by Oliver Kopp from University of Stuttgart (Kopp, 2012) a
new piece of software will be constructed using Java to provide a proof-of-concept for the combined
application of these two methods. This software will then be used as a proof of concept for this
research.
It is not possible to investigate every workflow pattern (by van der Aalst, Ter Hofstede, Kiepuszewski
& Barros, 2003). As such, the patterns noted by van der Aalst et al. (2003) are used. These patterns
will be sequence, parallel split, synchronization, exclusive choice, simple merge and multi-choice.
The second question is answered by analyzing how the different change operations affect the
general workflows and process views and noting the cases where the construction of a process view
P’ is prevented by the changes made between I and I’.
Question 3 and 4 are answered by once again analyzing the change operations and their effects on
the generic workflows and process views. The fourth question is analyzed by constructing a program
to deal with dynamic changes. This program implements the results of questions 1, 2, 3 and 4. This
research is validated by comparing it to an independently developed workflow (Retail Banking
Sample, 2012). Questions 5 and 6 analyze these results.
Findings:
Q1: Which changes, made between the original workflow and the changed workflow, result into a
new process view that is the same as the original process view?
Change operations which insert new nodes do not change the process view in cases where the
insertion is performed in such a way that the new node is located within the aggregate.
Deletion does not change the process view if it targets nodes within an aggregate, except if the
targeted node is the last remaining node.
The ability to hide nodes which are inserted on the “edge” of an aggregate has been added so no
new process views being needed unless nodes are inserted outside of aggregates or in the case
where the last node within an aggregate is deleted.
Q2: Which change operations, invoked between the original workflow and the change workflow,
prevent the existence of a valid process view new process view based upon original process view?
There are no change operations which prevent the creation of a valid process view. This goes against
what was expected before I started with this research, because it was expected that it would be
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possible to break the full-blocked property with deletions. However, the tree-structure which is used
throughout the research prevents this.
Q3: How do the change operations function between the old process view and the new process view?
The methods of Eshuis and Grefen (2008) and Weber et al. (2010) can be synthesized into a shared
method. To facilitate the creation of a new process view, the change operations as mentioned by
Reichert and Dadam (2004) are expanded to facilitate the properties as mentioned in the first and
second questions. The change operations have been edited in such a way that they allow the user to
choose between either hiding or showing nodes which have been inserted on the boundary of an
aggregate.
Q4: For which change operations is the order of the application of change operations relevant for the
construction of a new process view?
The serial insert and conditional insert operations are not commutative when they insert nodes on
boundaries outside of an aggregate, thus showing it in the process view when performed under such
conditions. This is because they are added as a node on the level of the aggregate if they are
inserted after an aggregate has been applied, while they are inserted on the level of the children of
the aggregate if the aggregate is performed after the change caused by the change operations.
Q5: What does the implementation for generating a new process view created from the original
process view, based upon the changes made between the original workflow and the changed
workflow look like?
Based upon Kopp (2012) a proof-of-concept is created for the implementation of the change
operations as mentioned in the conclusion for question 4 and chapter 5. This proof-of-concept
allows the user to generate a new process view P’ based upon P through a list of commands which
changes the workflow into a process view and allows for changes. It further shows what a method
would look like for the generation of dynamic process views.
Q6: Are the conclusions of this research valid and consistent?
The proof-of-concept has been tested upon a workflow constructed within Eclipse BPEL Designer
independently of this research. This model (Retail Banking Example, 2012) has been explored by
applying the commands described in this paper, especially in conjunction with aggregation as to
show the effects of the commands on the process view. These commands have been processed
properly and it can be assumed that the conclusions of this research are valid and consistent.
To return to the main research question; MQ: How can a new process view be created from the
original workflow based upon the changes made between the original workflow and a new
workflow?
The above statements show that the original method as developed by Eshuis and Grefen (2008) is
actually quite robust. Most cases still perform as they should, however, there are several cases
where the method does not suffice. The enhancements suggested in this report allow process views
to interact with dynamic workflows in a way that limits the amount of alterations made to the
original workflow. This limited amount of changes in workflows limits the amount of communication
6

needed between business partners making use of the same process view, and thus ensures a
smoother operation.
Future Research
This research focusses on adapting the existing process view to match the changes in the workflow.
However, it is also possible to build an entirely new process view based upon the changed workflow.
Comparing the results of these two methods could give more insight into the construction of process
views.
Only a limited number of methods has been used as the basis of this research. To increase the
generalizability of this method, other methods and their application to dynamic workflows should be
investigated.
Questions remain on if this process could be completely automated and if methods could be devised
which do not require user input.
Conclusion
This research has been limited in several ways; it only produced a proof-of-concept it is not a fully
functional stand-alone process. The final method has only been tested on one external model. To
further improve the generalizability testing on multiple models would be recommended. Also, the
omission and hide commands have not been examined, even though they were mentioned in Eshuis
and Grefen (2008) as operations to generate process views with. Another restriction is that this
research only focusses on two levels of views. This does not allow for more complex views based
upon aggregates within aggregates. Finally, this research is based upon the method provided by
Eshuis and Grefen (2008), further focusing on the work Weber, Reichert and Rinderle (2008)
concerning change patterns and change support features and the AdeptFLEX method created by
Reichert and Dadam (1998). It is still an open question how applicable this method is to other
situations.
However, the findings of this research show that it is indeed possible to construct process views in
such a way that they take dynamic workflows into account. This allows companies to shield their
activities from business partners, while also allowing for changes on the workflow level.
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1.

Introduction

This report presents the findings on dynamic process views conducted internally at the Eindhoven
University of Technology. The first subsection of this section deals with the problem context
followed by the problem definition. The problem definition leads to the research questions and
subsequently the methodology for treating these research questions is dealt with. The deliverables
section deals with the boundaries of this project. Finally the outline of the entire project is
presented.

1.1

Problem Context

This thesis focusses on the tangent between the research of Weber, Reichert and Rinderle (2008)
and the research as done by Eshuis and Grefen (2008). The research as done by Weber, Reichert and
Rinderle (2008) focusses on changes which can be made to a workflow, while the research done by
Eshuis and Grefen (2008) focusses on the generation of a process view for a workflow. The result of
this thesis is a link between dynamic workflows and process views. The connection between these
two approaches is important because it allows for the generation of a process view without the need
to completely generate a new process view.
For simplicity, the original workflow instance will be referred to as I, the original process view as P.
The changed workflow instance and process view are indicated with I’ and P’ respectively.
It is already possible to generate a process view P’ based upon the workflow I’. However, generating
a process view based upon I’ could result in a process view which is completely unrelated to the
original process view P. Thus it would be more beneficent for involved parties to generate a new
process view P’ based on P rather than I’. This way, a client of the process view sees the change in
terms of the process view.
However, it would more beneficent for involved parties to generate a new process view P’ with as
little disturbance to the original process view P as possible. If the new process view P’ is based upon
the changes made between I and I’ this would involve less changes than a completely newly created
process view. A process view adapts and changes when alterations are made on the workflow level
will be referred to as a dynamic process view. During the generation of process views there is often a
lot of negotiation between parties concerning which processes are shown and excluded (Angelov,
Vonk, Grefen, & Vidyasankar, 2011). Limiting the amount of changes would also limit the amount of
negotiation needed between companies because the new process view would be based upon
previous agreements. It is to be expected that there benefits of this method increase when dealing
with larger companies where the process views encapsulate numerous processes.

1.2

Problem Definition

Companies have to deal with multiple business processes, which can be organized through
workflows. The concept of workflows is closely related to reengineering. Workflows can automate
business process tasks at a conceptual level, which necessary for understanding, evaluating and
redesigning the business process. On the other hand, workflow models capture the information of
process tasks at a level that describes the process requirements for information system functionality
and human skill. The distinction between a workflow and a workflow model is not always made, and
sometimes the term workflow is used to describe either, or both (Georgakopoulos, Hornick, & Sheth,
1995).
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Workflows are concerned with the automation of procedures where documents, information or
tasks are passed between participants according to a predefined set of rules to achieve, or
contribute to, an overall business goal (Hollingsworth, 1995). Workflows are managed and executed
by workflow management systems, abbreviated as WfMS.
Process views are related to these workflows. A process view (also known as public views or
workflow views) is a “window” through which the network can monitor the operation of an
underlying private workflow of a partner (Eshuis & Grefen, 2008). Process views allow an
organization to expose their business process while omitting details which are not relevant or the
organization does not want to share. By using such a view it is possible to hide components of a
business process from business partners. As a result, not the entire business process is visible, but
just important details. The workflow view is represented as a graph in which transitions and
activities within the processes are displayed, however, some transitions and activities within these
processes are left out so they are not known to other organizations which also make us of the
process-view. Process views are usually used between two or more organizations that have a shared
process. If no details are revealed, coordination of processes becomes impossible. However, too
much detail in the shared processes can reveal business secrets and other delicate processes to the
business partner. Business partners might not even be interested in all the information (Eshuis &
Grefen, 2008).
The concept of views is adapted from database models (Chiu, Cheung, Till, Karlapalem, Li, & Kafeza,
2004). Views are used in database models to simplify and aggregate tables and are commonplace in
database languages like SQL. In the ANSI/SPARC architecture the external architecture of a database
is presented as an external view (Tsiciimnis & Klug, 1987). Most database query languages support
the creation of views (Silberschutz, Korth, & Sudarshan, 2010). However, where the views used in
databases are data driven, process views are based upon processes and interactions between
organizations.
There is no real consensus on what the input or output process of a process view should be like.
However, approaches often favor full-blocked models; the full-blocked model is a structure where
each AND split is matched with an AND join and each XOR split is matched with a XOR join. Output
processes also usually obey this property. The advantage is of this full-blocked view is that the entire
business process can be treated as a tree structure with the tasks serving as the leaf nodes of the
tree (Eshuis & Grefen, 2008).
A process view can be constructed by taking the input process, consisting of activities, and applying
aggregation and abstraction.
Aggregation is in this case used for hiding the internal structure of a group of activities. By
aggregation some activities are grouped into an abstract or aggregated activity. Aggregated nodes
are not explicitly shown in the process view at the external level. Instead a new node Nagg with a new
activity Anew is shown. If activities are aggregated they are still executed at the conceptual level and
replaced with a new activity on the external level (Eshuis and Norta, 2010).
Aggregation can be used for hiding the internal structure of a group of activities. Liu and Shen (2004)
discuss aggregation in the form of an algorithm which aggregates a set of activities. Eshuis and
Grefen (2008) consider under aggregation a set of nodes from the process model which is
represented in the process view as a single node. Aggregation is an operator that groups a subset of
nodes of a workflow into an aggregated activity according to Tahamtan and Eder (2010), which is a
similar to the definition used by Eshuis and Grefen (2008). The activities from an aggregated activity
do not have to be executable activities. Aggregation can be applied in a recursive way, resulting in
11

aggregated activities of processes with aggregated activities. Aggregation is transitive in the sense
that if a certain activity is contained in an aggregated activity, and the aggregated activity is also
contained in another aggregated activity, the final aggregated activity will also contain the original
non-aggregated activity. Furthermore, if two nodes are not a member of an aggregated activity, the
path between those two nodes remains the same and hence the ordering of these nodes also
remains the same in the process view. Finally, the graph that is a result of aggregation is a valid
process view. Liu & Shen (2004) note that abstracted processes should obey the same rules as
aggregated processes.
In their paper Eshuis and Grefen (2008) make use of the tree-structure of their input process to
simplify omission and abstraction. In the approach proposed by Tahamtan and Eder (2010) the
abstraction operator removes an activity from the set of nodes in the original process as well as all
edges whose source node or target node leads the activity that is being removed.
Consistency needs to be ensured between process views and the target communication scenarios
(Chiu et al., 2004). Eshuis and Grefen (2008) state that a model is consistent if “…the orderings of the
process model are respected by the view and no additional orderings are introduced in the view.” It
is possible to construct a model so it is consistent with the different methods discussed in the papers
mentioned before in this synopsis. This process view needs to obey the following constraints:
• The view needs to be full-blocked (so all join and split nodes have a counterpart).
• The view needs to be order-preserving.
• The view cannot add any additional scenarios.
The aggregation and abstraction operations can be used iteratively to generate a process view, while
the consistency constrains ensure that the resulting process view is valid.
Process views can be considered a type of contracting (Angelov, et al. 2011). Often companies have
to deal with trust problems, either capability trust, where partners are not capable of performing the
actions requested from them, and goodwill trust, where companies are not assured that a business
partner will behave in an ethical way (Dekker, 2004). To assure that there is goodwill trust,
participating organizations have to provide control mechanisms. Control mechanisms limit the
amount of unwanted interaction between companies.
Process views are a useful tool for organizations that have to deal with cross-organizational
processes. In these processes communication is crucial to prevent deadlock situations from arising. A
deadlock can appear when one organization is waiting for a process to finish in the other
organization, while the client organization is doing the same (Eder & Tahamtan, 2008). To prevent
such situations partner organizations need to have insights in each other’s processes. However, too
much insight into the other companies’ processes can result in opportunistic behavior, which in
return would cancel out any advantages gained by cooperating because the competitive edge is lost.
As such, hiding certain crucial business processes, while still giving a business partner insight into the
processes of the partner company, allows a company to avoid deadlocks (Eshuis & Grefen, 2008).
Also, a simplified model allows for better understanding of the involved processes. Further, insights
granted by the simplification of the process can drive the optimization of the entire business process
(Smirnov S. , Reijers, Nugteren, & Weske, 2010).
Smirnov, Reijers, Weske and Nugteren (2012) speficially look into the application of different
business process modelling techniques and their application to usecases. They note that most
approaches put the focus on how techniques can be applied, while leaving the “why” and “when”
out of their scope. Further they note that the emphasis is on the structural side of model
transformation. However Eshuis and Grefen (2008) do state that the construction process of process
views can be automated and Tahamtan and Eder (2010) use a similar approach. The approach of
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Eshuis and Grefen (2008) and by extension, that of Tahamtan and Eder (2010) fits well with
industrial process standard BPEL. As an example, Eshuis and Grefen (2008) demonstrate how their
method can be used by applying their approach to the CrossWork project (Grefen, Mehandjiev,
Kouvas, Weichart and Eshuis, 2007). The Crosswork architecture is extended by allowing it to store
organization independent activities in a knowledge base. Although some articles (Eshuis and Grefen,
2007) a proper workflow view is applied and constructed, Zhao, Liu, Sadiq, Kowalkiewicz, &
Yongchareon (2010) note that most business processing tools do not possess ways to display a
process view in a proper way. These systems stick to a fixed description of business processes; hence
they are not able to display process views on demand. They further state that this shortcoming
obstructs the further development of process views for business, among them web based services,
which often require participants to only see parts of the business process at the same time. Zhao,
Liu, Sadiq, Kowalkiewicz, & Yongchareon (2010) provide a set of rules which allows process views to
be constructed on the operational level, instead of the conceptual level as is assumed in other
papers. A prototype of this approach is implemented in WS-BPEL with a set of algorithms specifically
made for WS-BPEL processes.
As stated before, process views are related to workflow management systems. However; process
changes within workflow management systems have become necessary in modern business
situations to deal with new laws, optimized or restructured business processes. These process
changes result in changes on the workflow level. Workflow changes can take place on two levels:
The WF instance level and the WF type (Rinderle, et al. , 2004). Instance-specific changes are applied
in an ad-hoc manner and become necessary in conjunction with real-world exceptions. These
changes are often only applied to a single workflow. On the other hand, WF schema changes at the
workflow type level, often require multiple related instances to be adapted (van der Aalst & Basten,
2002). According to Rinderle et al. (2004) there are many approaches that support adaptive
workflows. They summarize several central correctness criteria. Rinderle et al. (2004) focus on three
fundamental issues regarding dynamic workflow changes:
1. Completeness: For practical purposes, change operations for inserting and deleting activities
are needed.
2. Correctness: This is the ultimate ambition of dynamic workflows. There need to be
correctness criteria to ensure that a workflow instance is compliant with a changed
workflow schema. Changes made to the workflow should not cause deadlocks or improperly
invoke activity programs. However, the criteria governing correctness should not be too
restrictive.
3. Change Realization: It should be possible to automatically change from the old schema to a
new workflow schema.
Further, in their article, Rinderle et al. (2004) note that change predictability influences how
workflow instances are adapted during runtime. Necessary changes are often planned in advance.
These adaptions can be pre-planned and automated. Ad-hoc changes on the other hand are applied
as a response to unforeseen exceptions. These are often done manually (Reichert & Dadam, 1998).
Existing approaches supporting automatic workflow instance changes can be classified according to
different criteria. Rinderle et al. (2004) distinguish between rule-based, process-driven and goalbased approaches. Rule-based approaches use ECA (Event/Condition/Action) models to
automatically detect logical failures and to determine necessary workflow changes. When an ECA
rule fires, temporal estimates are used to determine which parts of the running WF instance are
affected by the detected exception. Respective workflow regions are either adapted immediately, or
at the time when they are entered. Goal-based approaches formalize process goals. Planning
techniques are applied to automatically “repair” workflows when activity failure leads to goal
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violation. Process-driven approaches restrict the possible variants of workflow schemes as well as
workflow changes in advance.
Commercial products which allow for ad-hoc workflow scheme systems have failed to adequately
support end users. Particularly, they do not support them in defining changes and in dealing with
potential side-effects resulting from them. Rinderle et al. (2004) do not expect end users to cope
with such problems.

1.3

Background

To limit the scope of the problem, the research will only focus on one method of handling dynamic
workflows and on only one approach of constructing process views. Other methods are disregarded,
but attempts will be made to generalize the results.
The change patterns as proposed by Weber, Reichert and Rinderle (2008) are used as the basis for
the behavior of dynamic workflows within this thesis. These change patterns complement existing
workflow patterns. This method is a continuation of the ADEPTflex method as proposed by Reichert
and Dadam (1998) and the research done by Rinderle et al. from 2004. ADEPTflex is presented as a
model that has a complete and minimal set of change operations which support users in modifying
the structure of running workflow instances, while preserving their correctness and consistency.
Minimal in this case means that the number of changes made to a restructured workflow graph to
make sure it is a legal workflow is kept as minimal as possible. The ADEPT workflow model is based
upon formal models such as high level Petri nets to support dynamic workflow changes. The ADEPT
model has limited itself by only supporting full-blocked models, which is consistent with Eshuis and
Grefen (2008). According to Rinderle. et al (2004) symmetrical control structures provide the basis
for a syntax-driven design of workflows. This limitation is believed to be crucial for the support of
dynamic workflow changes. It should be noted that taking the block structured limitation into
account is not difficult. The authors have developed a set of operations which serve as the
framework for dynamic structural changes of workflows. The emphasis for these operations are
correctness and consistency issues. Application of change operations to a specific workflow instance
must result in a syntactically correct workflow schema and said schema should be in a legal state;
changes should not cause inconsistencies and run-time errors.
Further based upon this ADEPTflex method are the change patterns and change support features as
developed by Weber, Reichert and Rinderle (2008). These changes can either be permanent or
temporary.
The method utilized by Eshuis and Grefen (2008) is used as a basis for the approach of constructing
process views. Their method results into a so-called customized process view. In the customization
phase consumers can select the activities to be shown in the customized process view. For the
generation of a customized-process view it is required that all activities are incomparable, so that
there are no two activities such that one is descendant of the other. Irrelevant activities are not
included. Activities are irrelevant if it does not affect any of the activities that the consumer wishes
to see. They further proceed to state that a node is considered relevant if one of its descendant
nodes implements an activity that is requested by the consumer. In the construction of customized
process views it is important to ensure that each relevant node from the process view appears in the
customized process view. The customized view does however not only contain all the relevant
nodes; it also contains new abstract nodes that do not appear in the original process view. These
abstract nodes are needed to retain a valid process view and to ensure consistency between the
process views. The final product is displayed either as a graph or a tree-structure. In their paper,
Eshuis and Grefen (2008) make use of the tree-structure of their input process to simplify omission
and abstraction. They make a distinction between relevant (nodes of which a descendant node is
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requested by the consumer to be visible) and irrelevant (all other nodes). Irrelevant nodes are
generally hidden in new abstract nodes which are created to ensure that the process view provides a
valid view. If a relevant node only has irrelevant nodes which aren’t sequential, these nodes can
even be omitted.
However, the method constructed by Eshuis and Grefen (2008) assumes that the underlying
workflow view does not change. As shown by Rinderle et al. (2004) this is not a valid assumption,
because of the need for a dynamic workflow. This discrepancy between methods can result in invalid
process views. This, in turn, can cause deadlock situations and invalid processes on the side of
business partners.

1.4

Research Questions

Process views are created based upon existing workflow schema. But as noted before, workflow
schema nowadays are dynamic. Currently there is no approach which allows for a of a new process
view based upon dynamic changes made in a workflow instance, which does not rely on completely
rebuilding the process view.
In their research Rinderle et al. (2004) present in their paper an overview of correctness criteria.
These criteria also apply to Weber et al. (2008). They further compare different methods and how
effective they are in dealing with the different dynamic change problems presented in dynamic
workflow research. Together, these criteria and dynamic change problems present a framework for
dynamic workflow changes. This framework allows us to move from one workflow instance I
towards a new workflow instance I’. Below is a schematic representation of how the method of
Rinderle et al. (2004) transforms I into I’. In the following diagrams all closed arrows represent the
method of Rinderle et al. (2004).

Figure 1: Rinderle et al. (2004)

To make this more explicit, the following example is provided. Internal workflow I is transformed
into Internal Workflow I’ by deleting activity 3. Note that the following example is not full-blocked.

Figure 2: Rinderle et al. (2004) expanded

Eshuis and Grefen (2008) present a method for the construction of process views based upon a
workflow. This is represented in the following diagram, where I is a workflow and P is the new
process view P generated through the method of Eshuis and Grefen (2008). An open arrow in the
following diagrams represents the method of Eshuis and Grefen (2008)

Figure 3: Eshuis and Grefen (2008)

The following diagram shows how this method can be applied, where the internal workflow is
abstracted to a new process view P with two externally visible activities. Inside of the external
activities the activities represented in the workflow are encapsulated, as shown in the following
diagram. Once again, the example is not full-blocked.
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Figure 4: Eshuis and Grefen (2008) expanded

To an external party it would appear as follows:

Figure 5: External view

However, the two methods of Rinderle et al. (2004) and Eshuis and Grefen (2008) can be combined.
In the simplified representation this can be represented by the following diagram.

Figure 6: Combined model

The dotted arrows represent unexplored areas in the current research. The scope of this research
will limit itself to the upper arrow line, the creation of a new process view P’ based upon P and the
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changes made between I and I’. The line between I’ and P’ represents the entire new construction
of P’ based upon I’ through Eshuis and Grefen (2008). This line will not be investigated during this
research.
Preliminary work
Based upon software created by Oliver Kopp (2012), software will be built in Eclipse and in the Java
programming language. The original software is meant to aggregate tasks within a workflow, and will
be expanded in such a way that it will be capable of visualizing a workflow in a tree structure. This
environment should be able to accept any valid full-blocked model. Further it should also be able to
read and execute commands from a .txt file so the change operations can be handled. Commands
are used to invoke a change operation, or a set of change operations.
Stepwise:
1. Construct a program which is able to visualize a workflow pattern as a tree structure and is
able to read commands from a .txt file.
Based upon the research in both the area of dynamic workflow changes and the area of process
views the following primary research question can be constructed:
MQ: How can a new process view be created from the original workflow based upon the changes
made between the original workflow and a new workflow?
As stated in the previous section, this research will focus on the changes made between I and I’ and
how this can result in a new process view P’ based upon I’. The changes between I and I’ depend on
the change operations mentioned in Reichert and Dadam (1998). In their paper, Reichert and Dadam
mention Dynamic Insertion of Tasks, Dynamic Deletion of Tasks and Change in Sequence, in the next
section the nature of these operations will be further elaborated on. A change is seen as the
application of at least one change operation to a workflow I. Changes can be expressed as a list of
change operations applied to specific nodes within the process view.
To resolve the main research question, multiple sub questions have been formulated. These sub
questions are there to gain additional insights in the problem at hand and to find a concise solution.
Q1: Which changes, made between the original workflow and the changed workflow, result into a
new process view that is the same as the original process view?
It can be assumed that the change operations (Reichert and Dadam, 1998) can be applied in such a
way to a workflow that the changes in the internal workflow I do not result in changes in the
external process view P. In this case, the process view would not need to be updated in a dynamic
fashion. Recognizing these cases can decrease the amount of work needed later to generate a new
view P’.
Q2: Which change operations, invoked between the original workflow and the change workflow,
prevent the existence of a valid process view new process view based upon original process view?
There might be change operations that prevent the generation of a new valid process view P’ which
is based upon P’. This could come happen if changes in the workflow result in a non-full-blocked
model, or violate any other prerequisites for the generation of process views. If these change
operationsexist, then they can be taken into account in case a new process view P’ has to be
constructed.
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Q3: How do the change operations function between the old process view and the new process view?
The change operations can be translated into commands which can be used to construct process
views, change the workflow and will result in a new process view when applied to a workflow which
has a process view. However, the functionality of the change operations needs to be described on a
conceptual level.
Q4: For which change operations is the order of the application of change operations relevant for the
construction of a new process view?
Change operations can be applied to I to generate I’, however, it is relevant to know when the
change operations are commutative. If the operations are not commutative, then the order of
application could matter, which would be important for the end-user when trying to change a
model. If this would not matter, then the user can apply operations in any order.
Q5: What does the implementation for generating a new process view created from the original
process view, based upon the changes made between the original workflow and the changed
workflow look like?
When the relationship between I, I’ and P has been defined, a valid process view P’ can be
constructed. The implementation for constructing this new process view P’ should be explored and
solidified into a systematical approach to move from P to P’. It will be implemented in a software
environment which supports dynamic change of workflows and process views.
Q6: Are the conclusions of this research valid and consistent?
The conclusions in this research have to be validated and they have to be consistent with previous
work and internally. Only then can they be considered to add any value to the field.

1.5

Research Approach

To answer the research questions in this scope, a systematic approach is needed to limit the amount
of time spent on each question and to ensure that all questions are answered completely.
The answer for the main research question is obtained by answering the sub questions. The answer
of these questions has to result into a valid, innovative and useful artifact (Hevner, Salvatore, &
Park, 2004). Each question will be answered in order due to the answers of the previous questions
impacting the answers for the follow-up questions. This means that questions with the lowest
number have priority. The method used in this approach will be an inductive approach where
models will be used to achieve the answers to the research questions.
Each question only has to take a limited number of possible situations into account. This is done by
only focusing on the two aforementioned papers (Eshuis & Grefen, 2008 and Reichert & Dadam,
1998). Within the paper of Reichert and Dadam (1998) three separate categories of change
operations are mentioned; insertion, deletion and changed task order. These three categories form
the basis for what has to be investigated.
Initially the changes mentioned in the research questions will be treated as a single change
operation as mentioned by Reichert and Dadam (1998) which will be applied to workflows. However,
once changes consisting of single change operations can be processed, changes consisting of a list of
change operations will be examined.
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These change operations will be applied to a number of workflows. These workflows are based upon
the workflow patterns presented by van der Aalst, Ter Hofstede, Kiepuszewski & Barros (2003).
Unfortunately, according to van der Aalst et al. (2003) attempts to ensure the completeness of
workflow patterns are destined to fail. However, they do present a number of common workflow
patterns. Although this prevents the guarantee that all possible patterns will be able to be handled
by this research, it will address the most important ones. In their paper van der Aalst et al. (2003)
present 20 workflow patterns. Not all these patterns are supported by every workflow language.
The first six patterns (sequence, parallel split, synchronization, exclusive choice, simple merge and
multi-choice) will be investigated. Each question will have its own specific methodology which is
explored through the research environment, the methodology for each question will be explained
here.
Q1: Which changes, made between the original workflow and the changed workflow, result into a
new process view that is the same as the original process view?
To research this question, the different change operations (Serial Insertion, Conditional Insertion,
Parallel Insertion, Deletion and Omission) have to be examined and their effects on P and P’. Each
operator will be applied to standard workflow patterns as mentioned by van der Aalst, Ter Hofstede,
Kiepuszewski & Barros (2003). The result of the change operation on the process view will be noted
down. The set of cases where the application of the change operations did not change process view
P will be specifically investigated further.
Stepwise:
1. Make a list of workflow patterns based upon van der van der Aalst, Ter Hofstede,
Kiepuszewski & Barros (2003)
2. Apply the change operations as mentioned by Weber, Reichert and Rinderle (2008)
3. Note which changes have not resulted in the need to construct a new process view.
4. Explain what has caused this behavior.
Q2: Which change operations, invoked between the original workflow and the change workflow,
prevent the existence of a valid process view new process view based upon original process view?
The list generated during question 1 will be used to discover cases where the construction of a
process view P’ is prevented by the changes made between I and I’.
These specific cases will be noted down and then further examined for the causes as to why they do
not result in a valid process view.
Stepwise:
1. Select the cases from the list which do not result in a new process view P’.
2. Note which changes disallow the construction of a new process view P’.
3. Explain what has caused this behavior.

Q3: How do the change operations function between the old process view and the new process view?
Commands will be used to apply the change operations and generate the aggregate. However, the
behavior and structure of these commands needs to be constructed.
Stepwise:
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1. Describe the behavior of the commands which can be used to generate the process view,
the altered workflow and the altered process view.
2. Describe how these commands are related to the change operations.
Q4: For which change operations is the order of the application of change operations relevant for the
construction of a new process view?
Change operations can be applied to I to generate I’, however, it is relevant to know when the
change operations are commutative. In other words; when does the order in which the change
operations are applied matter?
When it is known which changes between I and I’ cause the need to construct P’, it should be
examined it is relevant to know when the change operations are commutative.
Stepwise:
1. Show for which change operations the order in which the change operations are applied
matters for the behavior of the process view.
Q5: What does the implementation for generating a new process view created from the original
process view, based upon the changes made between the original workflow and the changed
workflow look like?
The implementation which will be used to answer the research question will have to be constructed.
A description of this implementation will be made in natural language. Although this means that this
formalization won’t be exact, natural language will allow for more freedom to describe what the
implementation should look like.
The results of question 3 and 5 will be implemented within Eclipse. This implementation will be
visualized as the top dotted line in figure 6. This implementation will require the workflow I, and a
list of changes which give, P, I’ and P’ as input.
Stepwise:
1. Construct the behavior of an implementation for a method of creating P’ based upon the
earlier findings.
2. Implement these behaviors in a software tool.
Q6: Are the conclusions of this research valid and consistent?
The answers that have been constructed need to be validated. Unfortunately, in the research done
by Reichert and Dadam (1998) no practical cases are used which can be used to validate the research
into process views and dynamic workflows.
To validate this research, the implementation will be applied to an independent third party
workflow, to check if the behavior of the method can be applied to a workflow and if there are any
unexpected behaviors.
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1.6

Structure

This research is structured according to the following diagram:

Figure 7: Structure of Thesis

The introduction deals with the problem context, problem definition, background, the research
questions and the approach to answering these questions. The second chapter deal with the
preliminary work needed to answer the research questions. Chapters 3 and 4 detail how a method
for dealing with dynamic process views can be created. Chapter 3 answers questions 1 and 2, while
chapter 4 answers questions 3 and 4. The verification of the method is dealt with in chapter 5, as
well as questions 5 and 6. The entire thesis is rounded out with the conclusion, where also the
limitations and future research is discussed.

1.7

Deliverables and Contributions

The following deliverables are attached to this research:
1. A set of generic workflows and process views which is made during the preliminary work and
used as the basis for answers of the questions 1 through 4.
2. A list of changes applied to the generic workflows and their result on the process views.
3. A description of the behavior for the construction of dynamic process views based upon
dynamic workflows.
4. A software application which implements the change operations.
5. A description of the behavior of the change operations in the software.
6. A report detailing all findings concerning the research.
7. A presentation detailing the findings of the research.
This thesis makes the following contributions; it will formulate a description of the behavior for the
construction of dynamic process views based upon dynamic workflows. These rules and operations
will be supported with a java-based proof of concept which is able to visualize and process changes
made to workflows. Finally, the proof of concept will be tested by applying it to workflows which
have not been constructed by myself.
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2.

Preliminaries

This section focusses on the preliminary work needed for the generation of dynamic process views.

2.1

Workflow patterns

Van der Aalst et al. (2003) present several workflow patterns in their research. These workflow
patterns are elementary aspects of process control. They closely follow the control concepts as
provided by the WfMC (1999). These patterns were presented as separate operations. Due to the
assumption that only full-blocked models are allowed some patterns have been combined to
present a full-blocked whole. These patterns are parallel split, which has been combined with the
synchronization and the exclusive choice, which has been combined with the simple merge.
A further assumption is that only a full-block of activities may be inserted or deleted. A full-block of
activities can be seen as a sub tree of the larger process tree. It is thus also allowed to insert a subtree.
The workflow patterns treated in this are presented here:
Table 1: Sequence

Workflow Pattern: Sequence
An activity in a workflow process is enabled after the completion of another activity in the same
process.

Figure 8: Sequence

Table 2: Parallel Split and Synchronization

Workflow Pattern: Parallel Split and Synchronization
Van der Aalst et al. (2003) describe the parallel split and the synchronization patterns separately. In
other papers these patterns are referred to as AND-Split and AND-Join respectively. The parallel split
is a point in the workflow process where a single thread of control splits into multiple threads of
control which can be executed in parallel, thus allowing activities to be executed simultaneously or
in any order. Synchronization is a point in the workflow process where multiple parallel sub
processes or activities converge into a single thread of control. To maintain the blocked property as
mentioned by Eshuis and Grefen (2008), a parallel split always requires a matching synchronization
eventually.
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Figure 9: Parallel Split and Synchronization

Table 3: Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge

Workflow Pattern: Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge
Also known as the XOR-split and XOR-join. The exclusive choice is a point in the workflow where,
based on a decision or workflow control data, one of several branches is chosen. A simple merge on
the other hand a point in the workflow process where to or more alternative branches come
together without synchronization (Van der Aalst et al. 2003). Eshuis and Norta (2010) make a
distinction between two different kinds of xor nodes: an internal xor, where the choice is made by
the system and an eternal xor, where the choice is made by the environment of the system. Once
again, when a split is made within the process, it needs to be followed up by a join.

Figure 10: Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge

2.2

Change operations on the internal level

The internal level represents the workflow with no views applied to it. Reichert and Dadam (1998)
mention three different operations which can change a process: Dynamic Insertion Of Tasks,
Dynamic Deletion Of Tasks and Changing Task Sequences at Run-Time. Weber, Reichert and Rinderle
(2008) mention these same operations as Insert Process Fragment, Delete Process Fragment and
Move Process Fragment. Even though other change operations are mentioned in their paper, these
change operations can be either be constructed from these three before mentioned operations or
they are related to the aggregation procedure, as mentioned in Eshuis and Grefen (2008) and Eshuis
and Norta (2010). In the chapter following this one, the working of the change operations on the
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external level will be discussed. The three version of insert process fragment (serial insert, parallel
insert and conditional insert) are shown below.
Table 4: Serial Insert

Change Operation: Serial Insert
An activity is inserted before or after another activity, so it will be executed sequentially.

Figure 9: Serial Insert
Table 5: Parallel Insert

Change Operation: Parallel Insert
An activity is inserted over another activity, so they will be executed simultaneously.

Figure 10: Parallel Insert
Table 6: Conditional Insert

Change Operation: Conditional Insert
An activity is inserted before or after another activity, so it will be executed optionally.

Figure 11: Conditional Insert

In
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Appendix B: Behavior Patterns on the Internal Level and Appendix C: Behavior Patterns on the
External Level, the behavior patterns of the different workflow patterns combined with the change
operations as presented within Weber et al. (2008) are explored in detail. In the following sections
the effects of these change operations on the internal level are summarized, while chapter 3
explores the application of change operations on the process view level.

Insertion on the internal level
Insertion of new tasks may become necessary due to support the dynamic nature of a workflow.
According to Weber et al. (2008) there are three different kinds of insertion: serialinsert,
parallelinsert and conditionalinsert. Serialinsert allows for the insert of a new process fragment
between two directly succeeding activities. Parallelinsert inserts a parallel condition with the
matching join node and the inserted process fragment wedged between these activities. Parallel
insert as mentioned by Weber et al. (2008) has a lot in common with the insertion method as
mentioned by Reichert and Dadam (1998). However, in Weber et al. (2008) this method is only used
for parallel insertion, while in Reichert and Dadam (1998) this method is used for all insertions,
however, reduction rules are used for the cases where a parallel insert would result in an invalid
model, often mimicking the behavior of a serialinsert. Conditionalinsert performs the same
procedure as parallel insert but utilizes a XOR-split instead of an AND-split.
Please note that conditional insert does not have any other activities in the branch. If a pattern were
to be inserted with two conditional options, this would have to be a full-block as defined by Liu and
Shen (2003). As such, the insertion of such a block could be considered as a normal serialinsert. This
is to prevent deadlock situations.

Deletion on the internal level
Deletion is another operator mentioned both by Reichert and Dadam (1998) and Weber et al.
(2008). In contrary to omission (Eshuis and Norta, 2010) a deleted element is removed from the
schema and not executed. The deletion is done by replacing the deleted task with a null task.
However, the constraints as mentioned by Reichert and Dadam (1998) have to be taken into
account. A task that is deleted can only be deleted if it is not active at the moment of deletion.
Further, sometimes activities depend on information supplied on the task that has just been deleted.
In that case, the solution as provided by Reichert and Dadam (1998) is used: All activities dependent
on the success of the deleted task are deleted as well. This can lead to an escalating number of
deletions.
A deleted activity’s children are connected to its parent to ensure that they are still performed
properly. To ensure the full-blocked property as demanded by Eshuis and Grefen (2008), only
matching deletions of joins and splits are allowed. If groups of activities are removed their removal
should also not disturb the full-blocked property.

Moving elements on the internal level
As mentioned by Reichert and Dadam (1998) and Weber et al. (2010) moving and element within
the workflow is a combination of a deletion of elements X followed by an insertion of elements X
elsewhere in the workflow. All restrictions for deletion and insertion still apply.

2.3

Process Tree

The workflow patterns mentioned above will be displayed as a process tree. According to Eshuis and
Norta (2019), a process tree consists of a tuple (A, N, child, type, rank, label) where:
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2.4

A is the set of basic activities.
N is the set of nodes.
Child ⊆ N x N is a relation such that (x, y) ∈ child if x is a child of y
Type: N → {BASIC, SEQ, AND, EXOR, IXOR, LOOP} is a funcRon that assigns to each node its
type.
The following node types can be present in the process tree, according to Eshuis and Norta
(2010):
BASIC: A basic node is a node with no children. These nodes are always leaf nodes of the
process tree and they are the only kind of leaf nodes. The activities performed in the
workflow consist of these nodes.
SEQ: These nodes indicate a node with a sequential behavior. Its children will have a rank,
with the children being performed in order of rank.
AND: The children of And nodes will perform a parallel behavior.
XOR: For simplicity, in this research I will not differentiate between the EXOR or IXOR
operation. All XOR nodes will be treated as one type or the other. The user is able to switch
between the types by changing a parameter within the workings of the program.
LOOP: A loop node iterates a specific behavior.
Rank: N → N is a partial function that is used to indicate the ordering of children of SEQ
nodes. It is required that two different nodes with the same parent have different ranks.
Label: N → A is a function labeling a basic node with a basic activity.

View Operations

A view can be applied to a process to hide certain activities from outsider viewers, serving as ‘a
window’ through which the process is seen. In this research, views will be applied to the process
trees belonging to workflows. A view can be constructed with the view operations aggregation,
hiding and omission (Eshuis and Grefen, 2008). Hidden and omitted nodes are not executed. This
research focusses on the aggregation procedure, which replaces an activity and its children with a
new activity which is visible on the external level while the activities which have been replaced are
still executed on the internal level.
Eshuis and Grefen (2008) mention the following properties for the behavior of aggregates.
1.
Where X is a node and agg(X) is a set of nodes that the aggregate constructed
2. If
and
such that
then
An aggregate over nodes X and Y contains all nodes between X and Y.
3. If
then
If a node is in the aggregate and its parent is a strict descendant of lca(X) so x ≠ lca(X), then
its parent node has to be aggregated.
4. If
and
then if
then
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3.

Workflow views and process views

A process view will be referred to as the external level, as it is the level that is visible to external
parties. The external level is constructed by aggregating activities from a lower level (in this case the
workflow) and replacing these with the aggregate (Eshuis and Grefen, 2008). This section will deal
with the behavior of the change operations when they are applied to the external level and it will
answer the first two research questions of this thesis.

3.1

Approach

In Appendix C: Behavior Patterns on the External Level workflow patterns based upon van der Aalst,
Ter Hofstede, Kiepuszewski & Barros (2003) are combined with the change operations as mentioned
by Weber, Reichert & Rinderle (2008).
The workflow patterns as presented in
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Appendix B: Behavior Patterns on the Internal Level and Appendix C: Behavior Patterns on the
External Level capture the possible behaviors for workflows. The most basic of workflows would be a
workflow only consisting of a sequence which consists of a single node. This behavior is captured in
the first case. However, the node of which the sequence consists can be seen as a possible sub-tree
of the larger process. This sub-trees can be replaced by the other workflow patterns (Parallel Split
and Synchronization, Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge), or with a copy of the same pattern.
Furthermore, the sequence can easily be extended with more nodes, forming a larger chain, and the
nodes of this chain can once again be seen as sub-trees of the larger process. As such, any full-block
tree structure can be built based upon these patterns.
To find the answer to the research questions, the change operations are applied to the workflow
patterns found in
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Appendix B: Behavior Patterns on the Internal Level and Appendix C: Behavior Patterns on the
External Level. The workflow patterns in both appendixes are identical, except that appendix B
shows the behavior on the internal level, and appendix C shows the behavior on the external level. If
there is a difference in behavior between the levels, it will be mentioned in the visible column in
table 7. Table 7 further mentions the case numbers of the workflow patterns and the change
operations, which are identical in both appendix B and C. Aggregates are applied in these views. The
aggregates are applied in such a way that they capture multiple nodes within the tree, but not all
nodes in the tree.
Several assumptions have to be taken into mind; In the set up that is investigated the process view
and its relation to the workflow instance are already known. This is to ensure that only the changes
on the workflow level and the corresponding changes in the process view have to be investigated. It
is also assumed that changes are only made on the workflow level and that they are done in a linear
fashion. Any insertions or deletions that are done are either separate activities, which do not rely on
information from other activities, or they are full-blocked groups of activities.

3.2

Results

The result of the application of the change operations are shown in table 7. The first column shows
which case from Appendix B: Behavior Patterns on the Internal Level and Appendix C: Behavior
Patterns on the external level is being discussed. The cases are also mentioned in Appendix B and C,
showing a corresponding graph. The second column shows which pattern is being dealt with
(sequence, Parallel Split and Synchronization, Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge or Deletion). The
third column shows the operation which is discussed (serial insert, parallel insert, conditional insert,
or deletion). The location column indicates if the operation is done inside, outside or on the
boundary of an aggregate and the visible column indicates if the change performed by the change
operation is visible on the external level. A change is visible when the process view changes due to
the change made on the internal level.
In section 3.1 combinations between the workflow patterns and changes have been examined. The
change patterns as mentioned by Reichert and Dadam (1998) were used, although the insert option
was augmented with the three insert options as presented in Weber et al. (2010). Changes on the
workflow level were matched with changes on the process view level by me.
For each insertion of a sub-tree X that is done, the sub-tree X is only inserted within the aggregate in
case that X is located between two sub-trees that are completely encapsulated by the process view.
This property is described by Eshuis and Norta (2010), (If
and
such that
then
An aggregate over nodes X and Y contains all nodes between X and Y).
Inserting the new activity between two other activities within the aggregate immediately requires
the enforcement of this property. As such, the new outside view as seen in the process view does
not change. This results in no new process view being needed. When it comes to deletion, once
again the properties as mentioned by Eshuis and Grefen (2008) have to be taken into account.
An important property of aggregates is that they consist of a set of activities, implying that an
aggregate consists of at least one activity. When this is combined with the restriction that
aggregated nodes are not explicitly shown in the process view at the external level it becomes clear
that the aggregate will stay visible in the process view as long as not all activities held within the
node have been deleted.
Due to dependencies between tasks, the deletion of a task can cause a deadlock situation where
other tasks are waiting for additional information. Reichert and Dadam (1998) prevent these
deadlocks by deleting any other tasks that depend on the deleted task. This can result in multiple
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tasks being deleted as the result of one deletion. In this case, it is important to check if not multiple
aggregates are affected. These cases will not be discussed in this paper.

3.2.1. Insertion on the external level
It can be seen in Table 7 that insertions outside of the aggregate always result in the new activity
being visible in the process view, as seen in any case where the location of the operation is outside
of the aggregate. However, when the insert is done within the aggregate (for instance, case 1.3.1),
the new activity will not be visible in the outside view. It should be noted that if an insertion is done
at the beginning or the ending of the tree, it is always considered as insertion on the boundary of an
aggregate.

3.2.2. Deletion on the external level
The external view mirrors the behavior of insertion: As long as the activity that is being deleted is not
contained within an aggregate (case 10.1.1 for instance), the behavior mimics that of an activity
within a non-aggregated view. However, in the case an activity is contained within an aggregate the
behavior of the deletion depends on whether there are more activities contained within the
aggregate. When the deleted activity is the only activity within the aggregate (Case 10.2.2), the
aggregate is deleted too. If there are any other activities, the aggregate is maintained and no change
is made to the external level (Case 10.2.1).
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Table 7

Case

Pattern

Operation

Location

Visible

1.1.1
1.2.1
1.2.2
1.3.1
2.1.1
2.2.1
2.3.1
2.4.1
3.1.1
3.2.1
3.3.1
4.1.1
4.2.1
4.3.1
5.1.1
5.2.1
5.3.1
6.1.1
6.2.1
7.1.1
7.2.1
7.3.1
8.1.1
8.2.1
8.3.1
9.1.1
9.2.1
10.1.1
10.1.2
10.1.3
10.1.4
10.2.1
10.2.2

Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Sequence
Parallel split
Parallel split
Parallel split
Parallel split
Parallel split
Parallel split
Parallel split
Parallel split
Exclusive choice
Exclusive choice
Exclusive choice
Exclusive choice
Exclusive choice
Exclusive choice
Exclusive choice
Exclusive choice
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

Serial Insert
Serial Insert
Serial Insert
Serial Insert
Parallel Insert
Parallel Insert
Parallel Insert
Parallel Insert
Conditional Insert
Conditional Insert
Conditional Insert
Serial Insert
Serial Insert
Serial Insert
Parallel Insert
Parallel Insert
Parallel Insert
Conditional Insert
Conditional Insert
Serial Insert
Serial Insert
Serial Insert
Parallel Insert
Parallel Insert
Parallel Insert
Conditional Insert
Conditional Insert
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion
Deletion

Outside
Outside
Boundary
Inside
Outside
Outside
Inside
Boundary
Outside
Outside
Inside
Outside
Boundary
Inside
Outside
Inside
Inside
Outside
Inside
Outside
Boundary
Inside
Outside
Inside
Inside
Outside
Inside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Outside
Inside
Inside

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
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3.3

Conclusions

This paragraph will provide an answer to research questions Q1 and Q2.
Q1: Which changes, made between the original workflow and the changed workflow, result into a
new process view that is the same as the original process view?
For the first research question, the answer becomes clear almost immediately from Table 7. Certain
changes made to the workflow do not result in a change in the process view. Almost all the
operations which take place on the inside of an aggregate, do not show up on the external view,
which means that a new process view based upon these changes would not differ from the process
view generated before these changes. Further, parallel insertion always hides the newly inserted
node if the targeted node is hidden by an aggregate.
There is one case which defies this conclusion; case 10.2.2. In this case, an activity is deleted from an
aggregate, while there are no other activities left within the aggregate. This results in the deletion of
the aggregate, which in turn results in the new view differing in the external level from the previous
view on the external level.
However, in the case of conditional or serialinsertion on a boundary between the aggregated
activities and the unaggregated activities, the newly inserted sub-tree will always be visible. This
behavior might not always be preferable. As such, these operations will have to be extended to also
allow for the insertion of new tasks which will be visible when inserted on the boundary of a node.
Q2: Which change operations, invoked between the original workflow and the change workflow,
prevent the existence of a valid process view new process view based upon original process view?
As can be seen from table 7, all the change operations have resulted in a valid process view. There
are no change operations which do not allow for the creation of a new process view.
This does however conflict with the expectations that I had before this research was done. I
expected deletions as the following to be possible:

Figure 12: Proposed Impossible Deletion

However, due to the tree structure which is maintained throughout this research, it is not possible to
delete only one half of a split structure, because the split and the join are captured within a single
node within the process tree. Thus, it can be assumed that as long as the assumptions of this
research are taken into account, that it isn’t possible to generate views which are invalid. The most
important of these properties is the full-blocked property, which only allows matching activities to
be inserted and deleted.
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4.

Creation of dynamic process views

This section focusses on the third and fourth research questions. It deals with the research questions
Q3 and Q4. Both these questions focus on the creation of the dynamic process views. The creation
process takes the conclusions of the previous two research questions into account, while further
elaborating how a dynamic process view can be generated.

4.1

Aggregation

Aggregation is used in this paper to generate the process view based upon workflow I. The
aggregation procedure utilized for this thesis is identical to the one described in Eshuis and Norta
(2010). This aggregation procedure can be used on to generate a process view within a process tree.
However, the aggregation procedure as presented by Eshuis and Norta (2010) replaces all the nodes
contained within an aggregate. For the procedures presented in section 4.2 to operate properly, the
underlying nodes should contain information concerning the aggregate that they are located in. As
such, the tuple from which a process tree exists needs to be expanded.
The new version of the aggregation procedure has the same limitations and assumptions as the
definition used by Eshuis and Norta (2010), however, the tuple from which the process tree consists
needs to be expanded to support this. The tuple is extended from tuple (A, N, child, type, rank,
label) to the following tuple: (A, N, child, type, rank, label, aggID), where:.
•

AggID – The identity of the aggregate in which a node is located, or the number of the
aggregate in the case of a node in the external view. Each aggregate has its own identity.
Nodes on the internal level and external level are mapped to each other so that nodes which
belong to an aggregate have the same aggregate identity as the aggregate on the external
level. The aggregate identity is assigned automatically and not by the user.

The aggregate identity is a number which is unique to the aggregate and its underlying nodes. This
adds the possibility of determining if a node is located within an aggregate and in which aggregate in
case that node has been aggregated.
The node that has been targeted for aggregation and its children will be replaced with a new node
Anew in the external view. This node Anew will have an aggregate identity. On the internal level,
instead of aggregating the nodes, the target node and its children will get an aggregate number
which is identical to the aggregate number of Anew.

4.2

Change operations

Both trees ptI and ptP can be changed using the change operations as defined in this paper. These
change operations consist of a list of change operations which are applied in order to the process
trees ptI and ptP. Changes made on the level ptP will have results on tree ptP’. For the rest the
assumption is made that the initial tree is a valid tree according to the restrictions mentioned
throughout this paper.
For the purpose of proving the concept, the insertion methods only insert empty nodes which have
no real function except for existing as a node to display. These inserted nodes can eventually be
replaced with actual functional nodes in further research.
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The implementation makes extensive use of the full-blocked nature of the process trees. Due to the
full-blocked nature it is possible to easily insert new nodes by replacing the target node with a
sequence node, attaching the original target node as one of the children of the sequence node and
attaching the desired nodes as a sub-tree of the sequence. This method is used extensively
throughout this research for the insertion operations.
Here follows the behavior of the change operations as they will be used during the
rest of this research. The following pictures assume that the initial situation only
consists of a single node A.
Serial Insert: Serial insert (Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. and Fout!
Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.) replaces the target node A with a sequence
node, so the old parent of A becomes the new parent of the sequence node.
A is then made into one of the children of the inserted sequence node. The
inserted node B will be attached as the other child of the sequence node. In
the case of insertion after the target node A, node A will form the first child
with the inserted node following the second highest ranked child. A will have
rank 1 and B will have rank 2. In the case of an insertion before node A, node
A will be the last child and B will be attached as the first child. Rank B will
have rank 1, A will have rank 2.

Figure 13:
Initial Situation

Figure 14:
Seqential insert 1

Figure 15:
Sequential insert 2

Conditional Insert: A new activity B is added, which can be executed
optionally. Due to this optional structure, which still includes the execution
of the original activity A, additional changes are needed compared to other
insertion operations.
If the insert is done before A, (Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.) then a
SEQ node is added with A as its lowest descendant and a node XOR is made
the highest descendant. This node XOR has two children, B and τ . B is the
execution of the optional activity B and τ is an empty step, allowing for the
optional execution of just one step. The rank of the XOR node becomes 1,
while the rank of A becomes 2.

Figure 16:
Conditional insert 1

When inserted after A, (Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.) a SEQ node
becomes the parent of A and a XOR node. This XOR node also has B and τ as
its children. The rank of A stays is 1, While the rank of the XOR node is 2.
This covers all operations that can be done to the process tree.
Figure 17:
Conditional 2
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Parallel Insert: A new node B together with an And (AND) node can be
inserted (Figure 18) before or after the existing node A. If the new insertion
is done over node A, the new AND node becomes the root node. The new
activities A and B become the children of the AND node.

Figure 18:
Parallel Insertion

Deletion: Deletion of activities is allowed, but when the deletion of an activity results in an internal
parent with only one child, the parent node is removed, with the child node taking its place and
taking the parent’s predecessor as its new parent. Further, loop nodes with no children are also
deleted, this can result in a cascading deletion where multiple nodes are deleted.
These operations can be applied to a sub-tree as well as to a singular node. The behavior of these
operations have been tested within the proof-of-concept and perform as indicated in this section.
The tool will be able to invoke these change operation with commands. In the tool the commands
for these change operations are serialbefore (serial insertion before a node), serialafter
(serialinsertion after a node), conditionalbefore (conditional insertion before a node),
conditionalafter (conditional insertion after a node), parallel (parallel insertion) and remove (for
deletion).

4.3

Properties of the change operations

For the answer of Q3 it is required to describe the operations which can be used to generate process
views and the changes within the underlying workflows.
The operations mentioned in the previous two paragraphs (aggregation, serial insert, conditional
insert, parallel insert and deletion) will be implemented so they can generate a process view and
change the workflow I, together these changes will form ∆I which is the list of changes made to I.
The list ∆I can contain both change operations and operations to generate a process view. This
allows the user to change the workflow prior to implementing the process view. However, the order
can sometimes matter, as shown in section 4.5 of this chapter. It is assumed for simplicity in this
research that the user does not change the workflow with change operations before aggregating and
does not aggregate after editing the workflow, even though the tool allows for both functionalities.
The aggregate operation allows for the creation of a process view. A workflow to which this
operation has not been applied to yet has an identical internal and external level. As such, it is
assumed that there is only one level in that case, the external view.
The change operations will consist of serial insert, conditional insert, parallel insert and deletion.
These change operations will function as the change operations mentioned in chapter 4.2. In the
case of serial insert and conditional insert the user is able to choose if an insertion needs to be done
before or after a node.
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These change operations are used in the list of changes ∆I. These operations are applied
sequentially as they are encountered in the list. As such, it is possible to create insertions targeted at
a node which no longer exists. These insertions are ignored to maintain the integrity of the model.
Further, aggregations are also applied as they are encountered in the list, however, the nodes used
in aggregates are hidden from view and not removed from the process, and as such, changes
targeting nodes with an aggregate are still executed.
If the operations are implemented as mentioned before, newly inserted activities will always be
visible in the process view if the new activity is not inserted between two activities which are part of
an aggregate (as shown in table 7). This behavior is not always required or beneficent, as sometimes
the new activities should also be hidden from outside parties. As such, conditional insert and serial
insert will have a Boolean which will determine if activities inserted on the boundary (if set to false)
of an aggregate are added to the aggregate or inserted separately, and this visible in the external
view (if the Boolean is set to true).
Without this Boolean it would not be possible to do a do a change operation without revealing all
tasks involved in the change. This would again lead to the unwanted behavior of too much
information being shared between parties. Operations with this parameter set to true are identical
to the normal insertion operation on the internal level. However, on the external level the behavior
will differ.
To answer the third question: Q3: How do the change operations function between the old process
view and the new process view?
The following input is used for the generation of dynamic process views:
-

I → A valid workflow
∆I → The changes made to I, which are used to generate P and I’.

The initial input is I which is a valid full-blocked workflow, as defined by the tuple (A,N, child, type,
rank, label, AggID) provided by Eshuis and Norta (2010). This workflow is converted into process
tree ptI. This is considered the internal level for the purpose of the model.
The process view P is generated by aggregating nodes within I by using the aggregate command,
which is also located within the list of changes ∆I , but not considered a change operation.
∆I consists further of a list of changes. These changes are expressed as a list of change operations
which are applied to both I and P. The user only has to indicate that a change has to be applied to I
and the matching operation will be selected based upon the presence of aggregates. The behavior in
P can differ from the behavior in I if there are aggregates present. These changes in behavior have
been explained in the previous sections.
After a change has been applied, a new process tree ptI’ is created. If needed, ptP needs to be
altered to match ptI’, this results in a new process tree ptP’ and a matching process view P’. When
the changes have been applied, the ptI’ and ptP’ replace ptI and ptP and a new set of matching
views I and P can be constructed from these process trees.
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In the case that an activity is added on the boundary of an aggregate, the newly added activity can
either be added to the aggregate inside its boundary or it can be made visible after insertion
(outside the boundary).
The following also has to be taken into account:
•
•
•
•
•

•

4.4

A new process view is created with the aggregate command. The external and internal levels
are identical prior to the application of the first aggregate command.
A change in the workflow can be done with a change operation, which can be invoked using
a command.
If a node has an aggregate number, and it is not the new aggregate node itself, it is hidden
from the external view.
If a node is an aggregate, it is only visible on the external level.
In the case that the node has an aggregate number, the boundaries of an aggregate can be
checked by looking at either preceding or succeeding nodes. If these nodes have the same
aggregate number, they are within the same aggregate. Otherwise it is an insertion on the
edge of an aggregate and the behavior of the change operation needs to be adjusted.
In the case of deletion; if there are other nodes with the same aggregate number, the
aggregate does not have to be deleted. Otherwise, the aggregate is also deleted.

Commutativity

The fourth question, Q4, further deals with the behavior of these operations, specifically the matter
if they are commutative.
The answer to the fourth research question was encountered during the construction of the code. It
became apparent that to determine in the case of serial insertion and conditional insertion on the
boundaries of aggregates, that aggregate identities of the target node and its neighbors would need
to be compared. If the aggregate identity differs between the target node and the relevant neighbor,
an inserted activity can be made visible in the external level if the user wishes to do so.
When an aggregate has been applied, it is possible for there to be nodes with an aggregate number
and nodes without an aggregate number. Then it will be possible in the case of serial insert and
conditional insert for the tool to conclude that a node is inserted on a border and edit the behavior
of the insertion procedure as chosen by the user.
However when no aggregate has been applied, none of the nodes will have an aggregate number. As
such, the new node will always be inserted before or after the target node, depending on the
command that the user gave.
This will be investigated with the following orders of commands:
Order 1:
1 SerialAfter(True, A)
2 Aggregate(A, New A)

Order 2:
1 Aggregate(A, New A)
2 SerialAfter(True,A)

SerialAfter(True, A) means a node is inserted on node A, with the choice made to show a node when
it is inserted on the boundary of an aggregate. If the Boolean were to be set to false, the node would
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be hidden from view independent if the node is in an aggregate, even if it is on the boundary of an
aggregate.
Application of the commands in order in the first command would result in the following:
For order 1, in Figure 19 X is inserted after A, performing SerialAfter(True, A).

Figure 19: X inserted after A

As A has no aggregate, the node X will be visible. In Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.
Aggregate(A, New A) is performed.

Figure 20: A and X aggregated

As X is now a child of A, without an aggregate number, and thus added to the aggregate New A.
However, for the second order the following would happen, in Figure 21, A is added to a new
aggregate called AggA.

Figure 21: A aggregated

When SerialAfter(True, A) is performed, the new node X is inserted on the edge of an aggregate and
thus will be visible in the resulting view, as shown by figure 22.

Figure 22: X inserted after aggregate NewA

Because Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. and 22 are not identical, it becomes clear that the
order of insertion does matter for serialinsert with insert outside of an aggregate Boolean set to
true. Because serialinsert identifies insertion on the boundary of the node in the same way that
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conditionalinsert does, this limitation also counts for conditionalinsert with its insert outside of an
aggregate Boolean set to true.
Thus it can be concluded for Q4: For which change operations is the order of the application of
change operations relevant for the construction of a new process view? that the order can matter for
the operations serial insert and conditional insert when the choice has been made to show the
operation when it is performed on the boundary of an aggregate. Because they are the only
commands which check for neighboring nodes, these are the only nodes for which this matters. The
behavior of these operations has been checked using the software tool, where the results followed
the behavior shown above.
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5.

Proof of Concept

This chapter deals with the verification and implementation of the constructed method for dealing
with dynamic process views. It will further answer the fifth research question of this thesis.

5.1

Construction and implementation

This section answers question 5 of this thesis. As mentioned before, a process-tree P is a tuple (A, N,
child, type, rank, label, aggID). This process tree ptI with set of nodes S can be changed into a new
process tree ptP through the aggregation rules as defined by Eshuis and Norta (2010).
The basis for the implementation of dynamic process views is the java application build by Oliver
Kopp (2012). The purpose of the original program was to compare different workflow models
between each other and to allow for aggregation. The aggregation functionality is further used in
this research, with the code serving as a foundation for the proof-of-concept required to validate the
conclusions of this research. Additionally, the functionality of the original code to compare
workflows has been disabled because this has no relation to this research.
Furthermore, the original code did not allow for multiple operations to be applied to the same node.
For instance serial inserting twice on the same node, or serial inserting and subsequently deleting
the target node. The edited code does allow this functionality.
In the original code (Kopp, 2012) over 500 lines of code have been changed while over 500 lines of
code have been added. These changes and additions are mostly located in the processtree.java and
actionlist.java classes. The projections.java class has been replaced with a projectionsexpanded.java
class. This expanded class adds the operations for the change operations. The code had to rewritten
to properly display the process tree structure as presented in this research. Nodes are displayed by a
debug number which depends on the order they have been added in. Internal nodes further also
display their node type in the process tree, in order to identify what kind of relation they have with
their children.
The change operations are implemented according to the findings of Chapter 4. The commands from
subsection 4.3 (aggregate, serialafter, serialbefore, conditionalafter, conditionalbefore, parallel,
omit, hide and remove) can invoked through a .txt file. These changes affect both I and P. A process
view P is from I only using the aggregate command.
These operations are implemented in a java-based program which allows the user to give a number
of commands to the program through a .txt file. It is assumed in this research that aggregations are
performed before change operations and that after a change operation has been performed no
aggregations are made, even though the tool does support changes before aggregation. Each line in
the .txt file forms a new change which is performed on the process view I, except in the case of an
aggregate, where a second line is needed to give the specifications of the node Nagg. These change
operations are then applied in sequence on the workflow. Both the internal and the external level of
the workflow are then presented in the console in order to see how the change operations have
affected the process view and the workflow.
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5.2

Evaluation of developed technique

In this section the developed technique will be evaluated. The technique as discussed in chapter 4 is
tested by applying it to a workflow which has been developed independent from this research. To
keep the compatibility issues limited a model has been used which has been designed in Eclipse
BPEL designer, which is used as a basis for the original code upon which the final proof-of-concept is
based upon.
For the evaluation of the program, an example found online is used; the company wso2 has
produced an example of a sample banking process (Retail Banking Sample, 2012).This example
process concentrates on the opening of a bank account by a customer at a bank. Unfortunately,
extensive searched through Google.com for models of the .bpel file type were done, but turned up
no other acceptable and compatible models which could be used for testing the behavior of the
software tool. This common retailing banking process is presented as follows:
When a potential customer walks into a bank branch to open an account, the first thing the bank
does is establish the person's identity. Once the person's identity is established, the branch staff
perform a query against a customer database to see if the person is an existing customer. Legacy
banking systems are based on account numbers, but banks today are focused on getting a single
view of the customer, which requires the generation of customer numbers. It is therefore important
to ensure that a customer is not assigned more than one customer number by mistake. If the person
is a prior customer, the customer number is retrieved from the customer database. If not, a fresh
customer number is generated. This customer number is then associated with the new account
number of the account that is to be opened. Accounts are still held on thirty year old mainframe
systems, which alone can generate fresh account numbers. A debit card is normally issued with the
first cheque or savings account that is opened. However, not all branches have the equipment to
generate and issue them on the spot. Hence cards are issued centrally and sent to the customers. If
this is an existing customer, the new account is linked to their existing debit card on the spot. Most
branches are unable to provide secure PIN printing facilities, so this too is centralized.
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In the Eclipse BPEL designer, the process is represented as follows:

Figure 23: Banking process

This process has a sequence node with several children. Among those children there is also an xor
split which is the choice between an existing and a new customer and the invoke which represents
the issuing of a new card for a new customer.
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This process is displayed as process tree as follows by the prototype:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 24: Process tree of banking process

The nodes of the BPEL process and the process tree are related. Further, each node can be linked
with a step of the process. The nodes in the tree are related to the nodes in the BPEL process as
follows:
Table 8

Node
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9

BPEL
Sequence
Receive
Invoke –
CustomerDateService
Invoke –
AccountService
IfNewCustomer
Sequence
Invoke – CardService
Sequence1
Reply

Function
Sequence node.
Receive customer: Initiate process.
Establish identity of customer.
Create a new account, done independently if the customer is new or
not.
Exclusive Choice: Depends on if the customer is new or not.
Sequence node: In case customer is new.
Dispense a new card in case the customer is a new customer.
Sequence node: In case customer is not new.
Relay results of process. Matches with Receive.

The process tree clearly shows how these processes are linked. The assign steps presented in the
process are not copied into the tree because these are not relevant for the structure of the process.
It can thus be concluded that the process is displayed properly by the process tree.
The nodes as displayed in the tree can all be targeted by the different change operations as
mentioned previously. These nodes can be targeted through commands, like the following:
Command 1

serialbefore0 //bpel:invoke[@name="Invoke-AccountService"]
This command indicates that a serial insert will be performed on the invoke called “Invoke –
AccountService”. In case that the serial insert would be on the edge of an aggregate, the node is
hidden, as indicated by the 0; thus it would be added to the aggregate. Multiple of such commands
can be chained after one another to generate a number of changes within the process view. The
results of the different separate commands as applied on the account process are discussed in
Appendix D: Results of developed technique.
In appendix D, commands are applied to the process tree generated from Fout! Verwijzingsbron
niet gevonden.. The operations used in this appendix all function as described in the previous
chapters. These commands deal with both the application on the internal and the external level. It is
found in the appendix D that commands also sometimes give similar outputs. This means that it
cannot always be concluded from the output which commands have been applied. Another
conclusion that can be made that it is possible to create views which have sequences which lead into
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sequences. This is allowed by the model, and identical to the two children of the nested sequence
taking the place of their parent node in the view.

5.3

Discussion

This chapter answers the question to research question 6 of this thesis;
Q6: Are the conclusions of this research valid and consistent?
As shown in Appendix D: Results of developed technique, the commands perform as demanded by
the properties stated in chapters 2 through 4. From the result of appendix D it can be concluded
that the commands indeed function as described by the previous chapters and form valid workflows.
These commands have been applied to a workflow constructed independently of this research and it
can safely be assumed that other Eclipse BPEL Designer compatible models which represent fullblocked workflows can also be processed with this method.
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6.

Conclusions, limitations and future research

This section of this thesis deal with the final part of this research, which is the conclusion,
recommendations, limitations and future research related to this subject. In these paragraphs the
results of this thesis will be reflected on. Each research question will be revisited. The main research
question of this thesis is as follows:
MQ: How can a new process view be created from the original workflow based upon the changes
made between the original workflow and a new workflow?

6.1

Conclusions

Each research question will be reflected upon shortly, followed by a conclusion.
Q1: Which changes, made between the original workflow and the changed workflow, result into a
new process view that is the same as the original process view?
Change operations which insert new nodes do not change the process view in cases where the
insertion is performed in such a way that the new node is located within the aggregate.
Deletion does not change the process view if it targets nodes within an aggregate, except if the
targeted node is the last remaining node.
The insertion and deletion behaviors as seen in the proof-of-concept follow the behaviors as found
within this section. The ability to hide nodes which are inserted on the “edge” of an aggregate has
been added so no new process views being needed unless nodes are inserted outside of aggregates
or in the case where the last node within an aggregate is deleted.
Reflecting upon this question, it is surprising that the cases in which the process views do not change
can be so well defined in a clear manner. This greatly simplifies the implementation of the method.
Q2: Which change operations, invoked between the original workflow and the change workflow,
prevent the existence of a valid process view new process view based upon original process view?
The list of changes mentioned in table 7 shows that there are no change operations which prevent
the creation of a valid process view. This goes against what was expected before I started with this
research, because it was expected that it would be possible to break the full-blocked property with
deletions. However, the tree-structure which is used throughout the research prevents this.
Q3: How do the change operations function between the old process view and the new process view?
The methods of Eshuis and Grefen (2008) and Weber et al. (2010) can be synthesized into a shared
method. To facilitate the creation of a new process view, the change operations as mentioned by
Reichert and Dadam (2004) are expanded to facilitate the properties as mentioned in the second
question. The change operations have been edited in such a way that they allow the user to choose
between either hiding or showing nodes which have been inserted on the boundary of an aggregate.
Q4: For which change operations is the order of the application of change operations relevant for the
construction of a new process view?
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The serial insert and conditional insert operations are not commutative when they insert nodes on
boundaries outside of an aggregate, thus showing it in the process view when performed under such
conditions. This is because they are added as a node on the level of the aggregate if they are
inserted after an aggregate has been applied, while they are inserted on the level of the children of
the aggregate if the aggregate is performed after the change caused by the change operations.
Q5: What does the implementation for generating a new process view created from the original
process view, based upon the changes made between the original workflow and the changed
workflow look like?
Based upon Kopp (2012) a proof-of-concept is created for the implementation of the change
operations as mentioned in the conclusion for question 4 and chapter 5. This proof-of-concept
allows the user to generate a new process view P’ based upon P through a list of commands which
changes the workflow into a process view and allows for changes. It further shows what a method
would look like for the generation of dynamic process views.
Q6: Are the conclusions of this research valid and consistent?
The proof-of-concept has been tested upon a workflow constructed within Eclipse BPEL Designer
independently of this research. This model (Retail Banking Example, 2012) has been explored by
applying the commands described in this paper, especially in conjunction with aggregation as to
show the effects of the commands on the process view. These commands have been processed
properly and it can be assumed that the conclusions of this research are valid and consistent.
To return to the main research question; MQ: How can a new process view be created from the
original workflow based upon the changes made between the original workflow and a new
workflow?
The above statements show that the original method as developed by Eshuis and Grefen (2008) is
actually quite robust. Most cases still perform as they should, however, there are several cases
where the method does not suffice. The enhancements suggested in this report allow process views
to interact with dynamic workflows in a way that limits the amount of alterations made to the
original workflow. This limited amount of changes in workflows limits the amount of communication
needed between business partners making use of the same process view, and thus ensures a
smoother operation.
In reflection, the presence of aggregates influences the behavior of the change operations
significantly. Any implementation dealing with ad-hoc changes in process views needs to take into
account that changes will not always be visible. When these changes are visible and hidden from the
user can sometimes be automated, but in the cases dealing with the boundaries of the aggregates,
the user needs to make a conscious choices. A default behavior for these cases could be made,
however, this would restrict the user, something which might not always be preferable.

6.2

Limitations

This research has several limitations, which will be elaborated on in this paragraphs.
First of all, this research has only produced a proof-of-concept which means it is not a fully
functional stand-alone process. This means that the final method has only been tested on one
external model. To further improve the generalizability testing on multiple models would be
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recommended. Also, the omission and hide commands have not been examined, even though they
were mentioned in Eshuis and Grefen (2008) as operations to generate process views with.
Second, the limitations set by this research assume several properties in workflows. The full-blocked
property is used in multiple methods (Eshuis and Grefen, 2008). However, this property does not
always appear in actual workflows. The research by Reichert and Dadam (1998) and many others
does take this property into account, however, it might not always be present in business cases.
Another restriction is that this research only focusses on two levels of views. This does not allow for
more complex views based upon aggregates within aggregates. Only aggregates are further taken
into account.
Finally, this research is based upon the method provided by Eshuis and Grefen (2008), further
focusing on the work Weber, Reichert and Rinderle (2008) concerning change patterns and change
support features and the AdeptFLEX method created by Reichert and Dadam (1998). It is still an
open question how applicable this method is to other situations.

6.3

Future Research

Based upon the conclusions drawn in the previous paragraphs, several research directions can be
explored further.
This research focusses on adapting the existing process view to match the changes in the workflow.
However, it is also possible to build an entirely new process view based upon the changed workflow.
Comparing the results of these two methods could give more insight into the construction of process
views. It would also quantify both methods more.
As mentioned in the limitations, only a limited number of methods has been used as the basis of this
research. To increase the generalizability of this method, other methods and their application to
dynamic workflows should be investigated. It would be particularly interesting to see if the method
developed in this paper would be compatible with other methods than the one developed by Eshuis
and Grefen (2008), or if other change operations than the ones mentioned by Weber et al. (2008)
exist and can be adapted in a similar way to the research of Eshuis and Grefen (2008).
There are two methods to construct a new process view P’ based upon the changes between I and
I’. In this thesis the new process view P’ is constructed based upon P’. However, it would also be
possible to construct P’ based upon I’ using the method proposed by Eshuis and Grefen (2008). It
would be interesting to compare the results of both methods and to see where they give similar
results and where they grant different outcomes.
Looking broader at the current literature, the construction of process views is clearly defined. Most
authors define that there needs to be a balance between privacy and visibility. There is however no
clarification of how this balance can be exactly achieved. Several authors state that the involved
parties need to define what they want to show and to hide, but there is no indication how
negotiations concerning this subject need to be held. The questions remain how much privacy is
sufficient to ensure that not too much information is shared between partners and how much
privacy is too much, which can cripple the process. All authors seem to assume that companies will
come to an acceptable conclusion in these negotiations. There is also the further question if this
brokering process could be automated, and thus, that a process view could be constructed
completely autonomously with the aid of agents and the algorithms provided by several of the
articles mentioned here.
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Appendix B: Behavior Patterns on the Internal Level
Behavior Pattern 1a: Sequence and Serial Insertion

Behavior Pattern: Sequence and Serial Insertion
Workflow Pattern: Sequence
Change Operation: Serial Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A, after which the insertion is done, or sub-tree B before which the insertion is done.
Output
Insert without aggregation
Workflow Level:
Case 1.1.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Insert outside of an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 1.2.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Case 1.2.2: Insert X between A and B

Case 1.2.3: SerialInsert X between A and B

Insertion within an aggregate:
Workflow Level:
Case 1.3.1: SerialInsert X between A and B
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Behavior Pattern 2a: Sequence and Parallel Insertion

Behavior Pattern: Sequence and Parallel Insertion
Workflow Pattern: Sequence
Change Operation: Parallel Insertion
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Two sub-trees, A and C, between which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without aggregation
Workflow Level:
Case 2.1.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insert outside of an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 2.2.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insert within an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 2.3.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insertion partially within an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 2.4.1: ParallelInsert X over B
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Behavior Pattern 3a: Sequence and Conditional Insert

Behavior Pattern: Sequence and Conditional Insert
Workflow Pattern: Sequence
Change Operation: Conditional Insertion
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A, after which the insertion is done, or sub-tree B before which the insertion is done.
Output
Insertion without an aggregation
Workflow Level:
Case 3.1.1: ConditionalInsert X between A and B

Insertion outside of an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 3.2.1: ConditionalInsert X between A and B

Case 3: Insertion within an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 3.3.1: ConditionalInsert X between A and B

Behavior Pattern 4a: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Serial Insert

Behavior Pattern: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Serial Insertion
Workflow Pattern: Parallel Split and Synchronization
Change Operation: Serial Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A, after which the insertion is done, or sub-tree B before which the insertion is done.
Output
Insertion done before the branching.
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In the figure below, subtrees B and C and their respective split and join nodes form a full-block
together and as such can be aggregated into a new activity. When that it is done it becomes clear
that the behavior of an insertion done outside of the and-split and and-join block is identical to that
of a normal sequence. As such this behavior does not have to be researched further.
Workflow Level:
Case 4.0.1: SerialInsert X between A and the AND-split

Insertion without an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 4.1.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Insertion outside of an aggregate within a branch
Workflow Level:
Case 4.2.1: SerialInsert X between Z and D

Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Workflow Level:
Case 4.3.1: SerialInsert X between B and Z

The behavior of case 1 through 3 is similar when done in the other branch, due to the mirrored
nature of the branches.
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Behavior Pattern 5a: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Parallel Insert

Behavior Pattern: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Parallel Insert
Workflow Pattern: Parallel Split and Synchronization
Change Operation: Parallel Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Two sub-trees, A and C, between which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 5.1.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Workflow Level:
Case 5.2.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insertion partially within an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 5.3.1: ParallelInsert X over Y

Behavior Pattern 6a: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Conditional Insert

Behavior Pattern: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Conditional Insert
Workflow Pattern: Parallel Split and Synchronization
Change Operation: Conditional Insert
Input:
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The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A after which is inserted or Activity B, before which is inserted.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 6.1.1: ConditionalInsert X before B

Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Workflow Level:
Case 6.2.1: ConditionalInsert X between Y and B
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Behavior Pattern 7a: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Serial Insert

Behavior Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Serial Insert
Workflow Pattern: Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge
Change Operation: Serial Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A, after which the insertion is done, or sub-tree B before which the insertion is done.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 7.1.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Insertion outside of an aggregate within a branch
Workflow Level:
Case 7.2.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Insertion within an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 7.3.1: SerialInsert X between Y and B
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Behavior Pattern 8a: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Parallel Insert

Behavior Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Parallel Insert
Workflow Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge
Change Operation: Parallel Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Two sub-trees, A and C, between which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 8.1.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Workflow Level:
Case 8.2.1: ParallelInsert X over Y and B

Insertion partially within an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 8.3.1: ParallelInsert X over B
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Behavior Pattern 9a: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Conditional Insert

Behavior Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Conditional Insert
Workflow Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge
Change Operation: Conditional Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A after which is inserted or Activity C, before which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 9.1.1: ConditionalInsert X after B

Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Workflow Level:
Case 9.2.1: ConditionalInsert X between Y and B

Behavior Pattern 10a: Deletion

Behavior Pattern: Deletion
Change Operation: Deletion
Input:
The activity or activities X that will be deleted.
Output
Deletion without an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 10.1.1: Delete B

Case 10.1.2: Delete B
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Case 10.1.3: Delete B

Case 10.1.4: Delete C

Deletion within an aggregate
Workflow Level:
Case 10.2.1: Delete C

Case 10.2.2: Delete B
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Appendix C: Behavior Patterns on the External Level
Behavior Pattern 1b: Sequence and Serial Insertion

Behavior Pattern: Sequence and Serial Insertion
Workflow Pattern: Sequence
Change Operation: Serial Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A, after which the insertion is done, or sub-tree B before which the insertion is done.
Output
Insert without aggregation
Process View Level:
Case 1.1.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

When an serialinsert is done between two activities which are not part of an aggregate, the activity
will be visible in the process view.
Insert outside of an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 1.2.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Case 1.2.2: Insert X between A and B

Case 1.2.3: SerialInsert X between A and B
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Insertion within an aggregate:
Process View Level:
Case 1.3.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Behavior Pattern 2b: Sequence and Parallel Insertion

Behavior Pattern: Sequence and Parallel Insertion
Workflow Pattern: Sequence
Change Operation: Parallel Insertion
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Two sub-trees, A and C, between which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without aggregation
Process View Level:
Case 2.1.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insert outside of an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 2.2.1: ParallelInsert X over B

This behavior is similar if B is aggregated with a second activity, or C is aggregated with a second
activity, or any combination of those scenarios. X keeps existing in the process level.
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Insert within an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 2.3.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insertion partially within an aggregate
As can be seen in this case, to obey the rules as set by Eshuis and Grefen (2008), the new activity is
added to the aggregate.
Process View Level:
Case 2.4.1: ParallelInsert X over B
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Behavior Pattern 11b: Sequence and Conditional Insert

Behavior Pattern: Sequence and Conditional Insert
Workflow Pattern: Sequence
Change Operation: Conditional Insertion
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A, after which the insertion is done, or sub-tree B before which the insertion is done.
Output
Insertion without an aggregation
Process View Level:
Case 3.1.1: ConditionalInsert X between A and B

Insertion outside of an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 3.2.1: ConditionalInsert X between A and B

This behavior is similar if B is aggregated with a second activity, or C is aggregated with a second
activity, or any combination of those scenarios. X keeps existing in the process level.
Case 3: Insertion within an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 3.3.1: ConditionalInsert X between A and B

Behavior Pattern 12b: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Serial Insert

Behavior Pattern: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Serial Insertion
Workflow Pattern: Parallel Split and Synchronization
Change Operation: Serial Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
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Sub-tree A, after which the insertion is done, or sub-tree B before which the insertion is done.
Output
Insertion done before the branching.
In the figure below, activities B and C and their respective split and join nodes form a full-block
together and as such can be aggregated into a new activity. When that it is done it becomes clear
that the behavior of an insertion done outside of the and-split and and-join block is identical to that
of a normal sequence. As such this behavior does not have to be researched further.
Process View Level:
Case 4.0.1: SerialInsert X between A and the AND-split

Insertion without an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 4.1.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Insertion outside of an aggregate within a branch
Process View Level:
Case 4.2.1: SerialInsert X between Z and D

Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Process View Level:
Case 4.3.1: SerialInsert X between B and Z
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When an insertion is done within the aggregate, the new activity is added to the aggregate, as seen
before.
The behavior of case 1 through 3 is similar when done in the other branch, due to the mirrored
nature of the branches.
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Behavior Pattern 13b: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Parallel Insert

Behavior Pattern: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Parallel Insert
Workflow Pattern: Parallel Split and Synchronization
Change Operation: Parallel Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Two sub-trees, A and C, between which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 5.1.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Process View Level:
Case 5.2.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Insertion partially within an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 5.3.1: ParallelInsert X over Y
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Behavior Pattern 6b: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Conditional Insert

Behavior Pattern: Parallel Split, Synchronization and Conditional Insert
Workflow Pattern: Parallel Split and Synchronization
Change Operation: Conditional Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A after which is inserted or Activity C, before which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 6.1.1: ConditionalInsert X before B

Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Process View Level:
Case 6.2.1: ConditionalInsert X between Y and B

Behavior Pattern 14b: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Serial Insert

Behavior Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Serial Insert
Workflow Pattern: Exclusive Choice and Simple Merge
Change Operation: Serial Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A, after which the insertion is done, or sub-tree B before which the insertion is done.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 7.1.1: SerialInsert X between A and B
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Insertion outside of an aggregate within a branch
Process View Level:
Case 7.2.1: SerialInsert X between A and B

Insertion within an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 7.3.1: SerialInsert X between Y and B

Behavior Pattern 15b: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Parallel Insert

Behavior Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Parallel Insert
Workflow Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge
Change Operation: Parallel Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Two sub-trees, A and C, between which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 8.1.1: ParallelInsert X over B
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Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Process View Level:
Case 8.2.1: ParallelInsert X over Y and B

Insertion partially within an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 8.3.1: ParallelInsert X over B

Behavior Pattern 16b: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Conditional Insert

Behavior Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge and Conditional Insert
Workflow Pattern: Exclusive Choice, Simple Merge
Change Operation: Conditional Insert
Input:
The sub-tree, X, that is inserted.
Sub-tree A after which is inserted or Activity C, before which is inserted.
The sub-tree B over which the parallel branch is created.
Output
Insertion without an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 9.1.1: ConditionalInsert X after B
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Insertion within an aggregate within a branch
Process View Level:
Case 9.2.1: ConditionalInsert X between Y and B

Behavior Pattern: Deletion
Change Operation: Deletion
Input:
The activity or activities X that will be deleted.
Output
Deletion without an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 10.1.1: Delete B

Case 10.1.2: Delete

Case 10.1.3: Delete B
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Case 10.1.4: Delete C

Note that superfluous splits and joins are removed, but only matching splits and joins can be
removed, as to maintain the full-blocked nature of the workflow.
Deletion within an aggregate
Process View Level:
Case 10.2.1: Delete C

Case 10.2.2: Delete B

Note that aggregates are only removed when all activities which are part of the aggregate have been
removed.
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Appendix D: Results of developed technique
A.

Aggregation

To create a view within the workflow, an aggregate can be used. In this case the application of
aggregation will be demonstrated by aggregating part of the process tree. This can be achieved with
the following command:
Command 2

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
This command will aggregate the XOR node “IfNewCustomer”, which is shown as node XOR: N5 in
the process tree. This node will be replaced with the invoke called “Invoke-CardService” which is
identical to the invoke node N7 in the original view. Other nodes can also possibly be inserted.
Assuming the workflow belonging to figure 25 as the input for this process together with command
2, this will result in the following output without aggregates:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 25: command 2

This output is identical as figure 25, because on the internal level there should not be any changes.
However, in the output with aggregates, the following will be the result:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 26: command 2 with aggregates

It becomes clear that N5 and all its children have been replaced with a new node N10, which hides
the rest of the process.
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B.

Serial insertion before a node

Nodes can be serial inserted before and after another node, so the nodes are performed as a
sequence. These nodes follow the behavior as shown in chapter 3. The serial insertion before a
node is demonstrated by command 1. This results in the following output:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|SEQ: N10|
|
+--+|N11|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 27: Internal output of command 1

This output is the same on the internal as the external level. It can be seen that the node N11 is
added as a predecessor of N4.
Aggregation combined with serial insertion before a node can be performed with the following
command for instance:
Command 3

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
serialbefore0 //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
Or:
Command 4

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
serialbefore1 //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
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Output on the internal level for command 3 and 4:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 28: Internal output for command 3 and 4

The external output between Command 3 and Command 4 differs. For Command 3:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 29: External output for command 3

For Command 4:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|SEQ: N11|
|
+--+|N12|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 30: External output for command 4

In the case of command 3, the inserted node is inserted on the boundary of the aggregate and the
rest of the model and thus kept invisible based upon the choice made by the user. However, in the
case of command 4, the user has requested to keep the newly inserted node visible, by setting the
<0/1> choice to 1 in serialbefore. To achieve this, node N12 is inserted in a sequence before the
aggregate node N10, while the nodes still belonging to N10 remain hidden.

C.

Serial insertion after a node

To perform serial insertion after a node, the command serialafter is used. This command could be
used as follows:
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Command 5

serialafter0 //bpel:invoke[@name="Invoke-AccountService"]
Applying this command to the workflow has the following output on both the internal and the
external level:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|SEQ: N10|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N11|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 31: Internal and external output for command 5

N11 is inserted as a successor of N4.
Aggregation combined with serial insertion after a node can be performed with the following
commands, for example:
Command 6

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
serialafter0 //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
Or:
Command 7

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
serialafter1 //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
Output on the internal level for Command 6 and Command 7:
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|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N11|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N12|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 32: Internal and external output for command 6 and 7

The external output between Command 6 and Command 7 differs. For Command 6:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 33: External output for command 6

For Command 7:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|SEQ: N11|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N12|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 34: External output for command 7

It becomes clear that in the first case, the newly inserted node is hidden because the user has made
the choice to hide nodes inserted on the edge of aggregates in command 3 while newly inserted
nodes on edges are explicitly shown in command 4. The new node N12 is inserted after N10, so the
new node is visible while the original nodes within the aggregate remain invisible.
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D.

Conditional insertion before a node

To perform conditional a conditional insert before a node the command conditional before is used.
This would be used as follows:
Command 8

conditionalbefore0 //bpel:invoke[@name="Invoke-AccountService"]
Applying this command to the workflow has the following output on both the internal and the
external level:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|XOR: N10|
|
+--+|N11|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 35: Internal and external output for command 8

N11 is an empty node, while N4 becomes a node which can be executed optionally.
Aggregation combined with conditional insertion before a node can be performed with the following
commands for example:
Command 9

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
conditionalbefore0 //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
Or:
Command 10

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
conditionalbefore1 //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
Output on the internal level for Command 6 Command 9 and Command 7:
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|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 36: Internal output for command 9 and 10

The external output between Command 9 and Command 7 differs. For Command 9:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 37: External output for command 9

For Command 7:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N11|
|
+--+|N12|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 38: External output for command 10

Node N11 and N12 do not appear in the aggregated view in Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.
when the user decided to hide the node on the border of an aggregate with Command 9. However, in
the case of Command 10, the new nodes need to be visible. Node 12 is inserted as a predecessor of
node 10.

E.

Conditional insertion after a node

Conditional insert after a node uses the following command:
Command 11

conditionalafter0 //bpel:invoke[@name="Invoke-AccountService"]
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Applying this command to the workflow has the following output on both the internal and the
external level:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|XOR: N10|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N11|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 39: External output for command 11

N11 is an empty node, which is inserted after N4. N4 is optional due to this insertion.
Aggregation combined with conditional insertion before a node can be performed with the following
commands for example:
Command 12

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
conditionalafter0 //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
Or:
Command 13

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
conditionalafter1 //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
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Output on the internal level for Command 6Command 12 and Command 13:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|XOR: N11|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N12|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 40: Internal output for command 12 and 13

The external output between Command 12 and Command 13 differs. For Command 12:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 41: External output for command 12

For Command 13:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N11|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N12|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 42: External output for command 13

Once again, the new nodes are hidden in the first figure, while in the second figure the nodes N11
and N12 are visible.

F.

Parallel Insertion

Parallel insert only knows one command, because tasks will become parallel when they are inserted.
Which means that the new node is always added to an aggregate if it is applied to an aggregated
node. An example command would be the following:
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Command 14

parallel //bpel:invoke[@name="Invoke-AccountService"]
Applying this command to the workflow has the following output on both the internal and the
external level:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|AND: N10|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N11|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 43: Internal and external output for command 14

N11 is a node which will be performed in parallel with node N4.
Aggregation and parallel insertion can be performed with the following command:
Command 15

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
parallel //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
This command has the following output on the internal level:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|AND: N11|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N12|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 44: Internal output for command 15
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And the following output on the external level:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 45: output for command 15

The new node is hidden from view, while the node remains hidden in the view.

G.

Deletion

Deletion can be done either by hiding or omission (Eshuis and Norta, 2010). These commands work
straight forward.
Removing a node can be done as follows:
Command 16

remove //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence"]
This results in the same tree, on the internal and the external level if aggregates are not taken into
account:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N8|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 46: Internal and external output for command 16

Deleting nodes within an aggregate can be done by the following commands, for example:
Command 17

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
remove //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
or
Command 18

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
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partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
remove //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence1"]
remove //bpel:sequence[@name="Sequence"]
or
Command 19

aggregate //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
<bpel:invoke xmlns:bpel="http://docs.oasisopen.org/wsbpel/2.0/process/executable" name="Invoke-Aggregate"
partnerLink="CSPL" operation="issueCard"
portType="ns2:CardServicePortType" inputVariable="CSPLRequest"
outputVariable="CSPLResponse"></bpel:invoke>
Remove //bpel:if[@name="IfNewCustomer"]
The internal output of Command 17:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|SEQ: N6|
|
+--+|N7|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 47: Internal output for command 17

The internal output of Command 18:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|XOR: N5|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 48: Internal output for command 18
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The internal output of Command 19:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 49: Internal output for command 19

The external output of Command 17:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 50: External output for command 17

The external output of Command 188:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N10|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 51: External output for command 18

The external output of 19:
|ROOT|
| +--+|SEQ: N1|
|
+--+|N2|
|
+--+|N3|
|
+--+|N4|
|
+--+|N9|
Figure 52: External output for command 19

Deletions can result in cascading deletions as shown by Command 19. In this case, the node is
deleted which has all other children in the aggregate attached to it. This results in all nodes being
removed from the aggregate, which in return causes the entire aggregate node N10 to be deleted.
However, in all other cases, the external view remains the same.
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